
Managing Public Relations and awareness campaigns 

IIM -Kozhikode 

4 day residential training on the topic Managing Public relations and awareness campaigns at IIM 

kozhikode was really a great experience for me. Through this training I got a better perspective about 

public relations and awareness campaigns which is indeed helpful for my project DDUGKY. Following is a 

brief report of the training which we have undergone.  

Day 1 

Sessions of the first day was taken by Proffesor Keyoor Purani. He explained us about Reputation, brand 

and communication mix and also about campaign planning. In the first session he explained about 

corporate positioning -how to assess and build a company’s reputation. This is a systematic process 

starting with identification of targeted audience ,then assessing visibility and credibility, establishing a 

unique position, etc. He also explained about potential tools for positioning and image building. His 

sessions also covered, various aspects of developing an effective communication program for q product 

or a program or for an organisation.To develop an effective communication program the marketer must 

consider seven interrelated issues: 

• Objectives of the communication programs  

• Market segments to be targeted 

• Choice of a push, pull or hybrid communication strategy 

• Message to be communicated 

• Necessary intensity of communication 

• Choice of Media 

• Economics of the proposed communication program  

 

Day 2 

Sessions of day 2 was handled by Proffesor. Deepa Sethi, which I must say… Was one the best and 

enthusiastic session in the entire training program. She took the class on a workshop mode where we 

got opportunities to do presentations, activities and also some meaningful games. In the morning 

session we got an idea about how to be a camera ready person, we made some presentations about 

different topics and others explained us about the strengths and weaknesses of our presentations. It 

was really a nice experience. In the afternoon session, she explained us about impressive writing. We 

were given task to create advertisements, which was indeed really helpful for all of us as we are always 

doing IEC programs for our Project. We really enjoyed Deepa maam’s sessions.  

 

Day 3 

Day 3 was handled by Proffesor Keyoor Purani. He took various sessions on the topics such as campaign 

planning and Non traditional and digital PR. He explained about various digital mediums through which 

we can do the Public relations activities. An organisation should engage consumers by creating content 

that is relevant, personalized, interactive, integrated and authentic. This content must, of course, be 



distributed across appropriate channels, finally an organisation uses the evaluate stage to determine 

measures of success, gauge process, and modify tactics etc.  

Day 4  

Sessions of the fourth day was handled by Prof.Venkatraman S and Prof. Mohammed shahid Abdulla. In 

the morning session prof. Venkatraman explained about Corporate social Responsibility and also about 

how as an organisation kudumbashree can channelise the corporate funds from various companies. He 

went through various topics which mainly include sustainability :issues, challenges and role of 

corporates. Through his session, we got clarity About what is mean by corporate sustainability. 

Corporate sustainability means not so much about contributing to environment and social good after 

making money, but rather, it is about making money in a manner that is good for the environment and 

society. It was a quite informative session.  

Second session was taken by Prof. Mohamed shaheed abdulla. His session was mainly about tracking 

perapectives of digital media advertisements and website and digital communications. It was also an 

informative and useful session.  

Conclusion 

The four day residential training at IIM -k was really helpful for me 

I would like to thank Kudumbashree and IIM-k for giving us such a wonderful training. 


